7th Annual STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT SHOWCASE
TUESDAY, APRIL 16TH
WARNER STUDENT LIFE CENTER
SESSION 1
11:20–11:50 AM

MONMOUTH BATTLEGROUND

**We the Women**
Sofia Bianchi, Jade Glab, Niamh Howlett, Deardra Moore,
Isabelle Porpora, Danielle Veliz
Sponsor: Professor Jonathan Moschberger

MOLLY PITCHER

**Climate Change, Deforestation, and Health Hazards: The Consequences of Factory Farming**
Alan Bubello, Beth Keenan, Kyle Rodney,
Candace Vengersky
Sponsor: Margo Wolfson
SESSION 2
12:00 PM–12:30 PM

MONMOUTH BATTLEGROUND

Our World to a World of Plastic
Brianna Quezada, Melissa Rongo, Andrew Worthington
Sponsor: Professor Jonathan Moschberger

MOLLY PITCHER

Brookdale Study Abroad
Sponsor: Dr. Jan Thomas

ATLANTIC ROOM

WILL: Women in Learning and Leadership
Sponsor: Professor Roseanne Alvarez

TWIN LIGHTS*

Final Project Presentations of 5th Cohort NASA STEM Fellows:
Impacts of Salt on Maritime Forest Seedling Germination
Zyanya Flores
Sponsor: Gitanjali Kundu

SESSION 3
12:40–1:10 PM

MONMOUTH BATTLEGROUND

A Culture of Violence
Maria Monzon, Jose Veliz, Hudson Weiman
Sponsor: Professor Jonathan Moschberger

MOLLY PITCHER

The Reaches of Phi Theta Kappa
Tori Augello, Lauren Dienhardt, Veronique Manfredini,
Erica Mittenzwei, Erica Rosenthal, Jonathan Scott

ATLANTIC ROOM

Defining Emily Dickinson
Noel Dempsey

TWIN LIGHTS*

Final Project Presentations of 5th Cohort NASA STEM Fellows:
Engineered Shorelines and Their Role in Coastal Resiliency
Robert Menella
Sponsor: Gitanjali Kundu
*12:00-12:30
SPECIAL RECOGNITION

2019 Bankier Library Research Award Recipients

First Prize:
Cynthia DeSousa
“Lost Boys of Sudan: Britain’s Colonization of Sudan and the Ensuing Struggle”
for History 106 with Professor Zampogna-Krug

Honorable Mention:
Noel Dempsey
“Defining Emily Dickinson”
for English 215 with Professor Jack Ryan